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Mastering Terms 

 By Purchasing my service for Audio Mastering, you would have agreed to the six terms written in this 
document.  

1. The Item(s) made through Mastering, and other additional services will be given to you when all
of the project files are sent over, the payment is met and it is accepted, and when the mastering
of the song is finished.

2. I am not responsible if your song gets deleted from your computer or any other device. I am also
not responsible for any other type of Computer/Device problem, or if your
Speakers/headphones Breaks from my mastering services.

3. I will keep any project for as long as I can, however; If something happens to my Hard drive, and
it is formatted, or the file is lost, I won't be able to re-send you your file. Please take care of the
Song(s) that I send to you for this manner. If you come back after a long time for a re-export of
the song, you would have to pay a fee of $10 USD per song for me to re-process the song.
Additionally, E-mails containing files may be archived/ removed after a year or so.

4. Refunds will not be given due to the nature that you are paying for my services (My equipment,
skills, and TIME) Unless you have a time machine that can revert time itself to give me back my
time, I would give you back your payment --- although reverting time will revert the payment
automatically since none of the events would have actually happened, so even then I still
wouldn’t give a refund.

5. I have full rights to cease my service for anybody that gives me an extent of negativity and will
leave you with the last completed version of the song. This Never has happened before, but I
just want to vocalize this just in case. You never know!

6. If there is ever a case where someone will scam me and do have their money sent back to them,
they will lose their full rights to the Mastering of the song, and if the song is out in the public, the
Paying Client will be responsible to immediately delete or remove the song from the platforms
where the song is published. If the song that has my Mastering process is up for sale, after
several attempts to have the Paying Client (or Ex-Payor) of my service remove the song from
every media site have failed to comply with the actions, litigation can and will be performed to
every extent.




